In a diffusion-based molecular communication system, molecules are employed to convey information. When we focus on absorbing receivers, we need to consider propagation and reception processes in a framework of first passage processes. For this kind of molecular communication system, the characteristics of the channel is also affected by the shape of the transmitter. In the literature, most studies focus on systems with a point transmitter due to circular symmetry. In this letter, we address the propagation and reception patterns of chemical signals emitted from a spherical transmitter. We also investigate the directivity gain achieved by the reflecting spherical transmitter. We quantify the power gain by measuring the received power at different angles on a circular region.
. System model of MCvD with point and spherical transmitter cases. In the point transmitter case, molecules can go in the opposite direction. In the spherical transmitter case, molecules are reflected by the body of the transmitter in the spherical transmitter case. Two example locations for the receiver node are shown for both cases with same distance d. For the spherical transmitter case, receiver at 0 • corresponds to the perfect alignment scenario.
the hitting rate of the molecules to the receptors of an absorbing receiver in a 3D medium while varying the density and the size of receptors. Inspired by smart antennas in conventional wireless communications, Felicetti et al. [8] designed a specialized receiver to achieve directivity gain.
In this letter, we analyze the propagation and reception pattern of the messenger molecules emitted from a spherical transmitter and the receiver is an absorbing sphere. Rather than assuming a point transmitter, we focus on a reflecting spherical transmitter to consider more realistic scenarios. Due to the reflecting spherical transmitter, directivity gain is obtained. We quantify the difference of power gain between the point and spherical transmitters. As achieving directivity gain is a crucial technique to boost the information rate in conventional wireless communications, directivity in molecular communication should also be analyzed and exploited. With this aim, we introduce several metrics to specify directivity in molecular communication.
II. SYSTEM MODEL FOR MOLECULAR COMMUNICATION VIA DIFFUSION
In an MCvD system, there is at least one transmitter and receiver pair in a fluid environment. In general, transmitter nodes are assumed to be points and receiver nodes spherical, respectively [3] , [9] . In this letter, we remove the assumption of having a point source for the transmitter side. Instead, we consider a spherical transmitter which reflects the emitted molecules, i.e., the spherical transmitter obstructs the molecules that are trying to go in the opposite direction ( Fig. 1) . Therefore, the number of received molecules is expected to be higher, compared to the point source case.
We assume that the receiver is a perfectly absorbing node and whenever a molecule hits the surface of the receiver node, it contributes to the received signal. This type of process is called first passage process (FPP) and its hitting histogram exhibits inverse Gaussian distribution [10] , [11] . Considering FPP for the propagation and the reception is more realistic than considering the free diffusion with a passive receiver, though in the analytical derivations FPP leads to more challenges.
Presented in In Fig. 1 are point and spherical transmitter cases in a 3D environment. Emitted molecules diffuse in the environment which is characterized by diffusion coefficient D. In both cases, we consider a perfectly absorbing receiver. The received signal consists of the time histogram of absorbed molecules. In the spherical transmitter case, molecules are obstructed and reflected by the transmitter. Hence, the received signals of these two cases are expected to differ.
III. PROPAGATION PATTERN FOR CHEMICAL SIGNALS
This section revisits the derivation of the received signal for the point source case. We then define and explain the measurement setup for the spherical transmitter case.
A. Molecular Signal Emitted From Point Source
The diffusion process basically models the average movement of particles in the concentration gradient. The derivative of the flux with respect to time results in Fick's Second Law in a 3D environment, given by
where ∇ 2 , p(r, t|r 0 ), and D are, respectively, the Laplacian operator, the molecule distribution function at time t and distance from origin r given that the release distance from origin r 0 , and the diffusion constant. The initial condition is given by
and the boundary conditions by
where r rx and w denote the radius of the receiver and the rate of reaction. The reaction rate with the receiver boundary is controlled by w. Specifically, w = 0 means a nonreactive surface and, on the other hand, w → ∞ corresponds to the boundary where every collision leads to an absorption. The solution to this differential equation system was presented and analyzed by Yilmaz et al. [3] , who adopted the perspective of channel characteristics. After finding the reaction rate, we presented the formula for the fraction of molecules that hit the receiver until time t, as follows:
where d represents the distance between the transmitter and the receiver surfaces and erfc(.) represents the complementary error function, respectively. For the point transmitter case, the solution for the system of differential equations was enabled due to the circular symmetry. For the spherical transmitter case, however, it is harder to derive the formulation of the number of received molecules.
B. Molecular Signal Emitted From Spherical Source
For the spherical transmitter, we use a particle-based simulator. In a particle based simulation, molecules are emitted from the emission point and they move in the environment according to diffusion dynamics. After each step, molecules' locations are checked for hitting the receiver or the transmitter. If a molecule hits the receiver, it is counted as a received molecule. If one hits the transmitter (for the spherical transmitter case), it is reflected. Otherwise, they continue their movement. We measure the directivity gain resulting from the non-symmetrical and obstructing body. In Fig. 1 , it can be easily seen that the spherical transmitter adds directivity gain depending on the alignment of the receiver. (That is, if the receiver is on the back side of the emission point, it becomes harder for the molecular signal to reach the receiver.) For the point source, on the other hand, equidistant points are equivalent and we use the analytical formulation given in (5) to find the received signal at each angle. In Fig. 1 , the measurement topology is shown and we use 10 • for the angle step while doing the molecular signal measurements.
IV. RESULTS

A. Parameters
For the performance evaluation, we fixed some parameters and observed the effect of others. First, we give the polar plot of the chemical signal reception power pattern for the spherical transmitter and compare it with that of the point transmitter case. We present common system parameters in Table I .
B. Analysis Metrics
We mainly focus on the following four metrics: half-power pattern-width (HPPW), directivity gain at each angle with respect to point source, peak time of the signal at each angle, and the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR). Due to the half symmetry, we get measurements of these metrics for the angles between 0 • and 180 • , where 0 • corresponds to the perfect alignment of the transmitter and receiver nodes. We denote the number of received molecules at the angle α for the spherical transmitter until time t as N s-tx s-rx, α (t). HPPW is defined as the angle that yields to half of the received molecules at perfect alignment case. For HPPW, we solve the following equation for α
where t s corresponds to the symbol duration. Smaller HPPW is a desired thing to have higher directivity gain. For the second metric, we measure the peak time of the received signal at each angle α and it is denoted by t peak (α). Peak time is correlated with the signal propagation delay. For the third metric, we normalize the number of received molecules at each angle with the case of the point source. As noted before, the number of received molecules does not change with the angle for the point source case (due to perfect circular symmetry). We formulate the directivity gain at angle α as follows:
where N p-tx s-rx, α (t) is the number of received molecules at α for the point transmitter until t. For the fourth metric, we measure the SIR of the received signal for a spherical receiver at α degrees and a given symbol duration t s as follows:
for point Tx (8) where t end corresponds to the simulation duration.
C. Polar Plot of Propagation Pattern
In Fig. 2 , we plot N s-tx s-rx, α (t s ) and N p-tx s-rx, α (t s ) values where the latter one does not change with the angle (due to circular symmetry). We also plot, as a reference, the HPPW. The first observation is that when we increase the transmitter node size the HPPW narrows and the received power increases gradually due to the slight guidance given by the transmitter node. It can be clearly seen that having a spherical reflecting transmitter affects the received power. We can also claim that, for the spherical transmitter case, if the receiver node is placed between −20 • and 20 • (i.e., if the receiver and the transmitter are well aligned), then the received power is higher for the given parameters. On the other hand, if we consider the reception on the back side of the transmitter, we observe that received power diminishes quickly. We can consider these low power values as the interference leakage to other receivers on the back side of the transmitter.
D. t peak (α) Analysis
In Fig. 3 , we present t peak (α) values for different angles in the measurement topology. For the point transmitter case, t peak (α) does not, thanks to the circular symmetry, change with the angle. For the spherical transmitter case, as we place the receiver at wider angles, the received signal peak time also increases (i.e., the chemical signal reaches with more delay). Also note that the relation between angle and t peak (α) is not linear. For the small angles, although t peak (α) values are similar, the difference becomes notable at the wider angles. If we place the receiver at wider angles and have a larger transmitter, we observe a higher delay for the received signal. 
E. Directivity Gain & HPPW Analysis
In Fig. 4 , the directivity gain with respect to point transmitter is plotted for different angles. For the well-aligned receiver cases (i.e., α ≤ 20), r tx = 7.5 µm has a higher gain. For the misaligned receiver cases, the gain decreases faster for r tx = 7.5 µm than for other cases. Therefore, the 7.5 µm case creates less molecular signal leakage for the other receivers at the wider angles.
Depicted in Fig. 5 are the half-power pattern-width values for different distances and r tx values. We fix t s and obtain the measurements that lead us to derive the HPPW values. When we increase r tx , HPPW value decreases and the propagation and reception of chemical signal becomes more directed and narrower which is inline with Fig. 2 . On the other hand, the effect of distance is nearly negligible for the fixed t s value.
F. SIR Analysis
In Fig. 6 , SIR α (t s ) are plotted for point and spherical transmitter cases with different angles. When we increase t s , SIR α (t s ) of the molecular signal increases. Up to α = 30 • , the molecular signal of the spherical transmitter case has higher SIR α (t s ) than does the point transmitter. Beyond this angle, however, SIR α (t s ) is worse than the point transmitter case.
V. CONCLUSION
In this letter, we have analyzed the received signal for the point and spherical transmitter cases when the receiver is an absorbing receiver. If the transmitter is a reflecting spherical body, then a change occurs in the molecule propagation and the average distribution of molecules in the environment. To understand the propagation and reception pattern, we conducted simulations by changing the receiver location on the same radius for directivity analysis. We analyzed the propagation and reception pattern in terms of new metrics in MCvD such as t peak (α), directivity gain, and HPPW. Our analysis showed that a larger transmitter radius yields a narrower reception pattern. That is if the receiver and the transmitter are aligned well then the received power increases. On the other hand, reception at the wider angles (or possibly on the back side of the transmitter) is weak, which can be interpreted as power leakage to the other receivers. We also quantified the HPPW for the equal duration while changing the distance and the transmitter radius. For future work, we plan to utilize this concept to design and analyze a communication system [12] .
